MagmaHume™ is a unique combination of Monty’s proprietary
activated humics and mineral rich basalt, designed to fortify soil and plants
From the depths of the earth comes the ideal way to take
your yields to new heights. Monty’s MagmaHume is forged
from mineral-rich volcanic basalt, then blended with Monty’s
proprietary activated humics to deliver those minerals to
the plant faster: in a ready-to-apply, naturally soluble form
that works faster to improve soil health, fertility, and most
importantly... your yields.
At Monty’s, we know yield is everything. But we also know
that what you grow is really only as good as the soil you

grow it in. That’s why we’ve dedicated our entire company
to the science of better soil through activated humics. Better
soil leads to healthier plants and higher yields.
Now we’re proud to introduce Monty’s new MagmaHume:
the answer for today’s progressive farmer. MagmaHume
takes mineral-rich volcanic basalt — a building block of some
of the most fertile soil on earth — and combines it with our
activated humics to help you build better production from
the ground up. And it’s OMRI-listed for organic applications!

Basalt + Humics = the Synergy of MagmaHume!
BASALT brings more benefits plants and soil hunger for:
• Key nutrients including Calcium, Magnesium, Cobalt, Iron, Manganese;
Silica; and 46 trace elements... all for plant and soil fortification.
• These assist in photosynthesis, enzyme production, catalyzing key plant
processes, and support plant strength.
Monty’s proven HUMIC TECHNOLOGY catalyzes basalt’s inherent benefits:
• Improves overall soil health by reducing compaction, enhancing micronutrient
uptake, and increasing microbial activity.
• Enhances breakdown of plant residue and improves soil-moisture retention.
Natural, organic, and balanced for better growth, MAGMAHUME brings
more energy to your plants:
• Dual-action soil and plant fortifier.
• Ideal for silica- and nutrient-demanding crops like rice, sugar cane, wheat,
small grains, corn, hemp, soybeans, and tomatoes.
• OMRI Listed and approved for organic application.
• Pelleted product is uniformly sized, low-dust and easy to spread.
• Basalt processed to maximize surface area interaction with activated humics.
• Blendable and compatible with other dry inputs.
• Basalt processed to maximize surface area interaction with activated humics

Basalt
+ Humics
= Synergy of
MagmaHume!

The power of pure volcanic minerals, enhanced by the proven science of Monty’s. For growing your best,
and improving your soil while you do it, there’s no better solution. Try it on your crops, and see how digging
deeper can help you grow like never before. Contact your Monty’s representative today or call 800.978.6342.
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We’re digging deeper to take yields higher.

